
 

 



 

 

A newspaper article in “The Free Romanian” (in original Românul liber) from January 1989, year V, 

No. 1, page 2 

 

BUDAPEST 

The Minister of Immigration from Budapest, Dr. Nagy Károly, has received Mr. Sandu 

Pobereznic, the President of the Subsidiary of UMRL England in a meeting on Monday 5 December, 

10 am. The meeting lasted three hours. 

 Sandu Pobereznic made a short presentation of the Union showing that it is a democratic 

organization which objects to the dictatorship regime of Ceauşescu and underlined the fact that 

among the members of the Union there are 60 Hungarians. 

“The situation is becoming all the more difficult” stated Mr. Pobereznic. Mr. Karoly showed 

that during the last four weeks many Romanians managed to leave forward. Whereas Mr. Karoly 

stated that the Hungarian authorities will soon start to issue Hungarian travelling documents and 

also added: “we are currently talking at diplomatic level with Denmark, Sweden and Austria for the 

official recognition of these travelling documents.”  



“There are many still in Budapest, although came for months. Others who arrived three 

weeks ago have already received entering visas” indicated Sandu Pobereznic and suggested that the 

issuing of the documents should be done chronologically, according to a data base updated with 

their arrival in Hungary.  

 

LONDON (A newspaper article from The Free Romanian) 

 

We are currently receiving all the more contributions for Romanians who are in need. Here is 

a very special letter: 

“Dear Sir I would also like to help people in Romania. Please could you tell me what I could 

send and where I could send it to. Yours faithfully, Marika Weinhardt. (age 9).” 

We thank this young lady Marika and we kindly thank all those who have generously given us 

the possibility to help our countrymen. There is an old saying that goes: “A friend in need is a friend 

indeed”. 

Every financial contribution is welcomed. You can send us a check made for “the Refugees 

from Romania” at our address, or to send any sum, however small, on this account, No. 00424195 at: 

Bank of Scotland, Piccadilly Circus, London W1V OAH. We thank you in advance.  

UMRL 

Next it is enclosed a copy of the handwritten letter from Marika Weinhardt, sent on 1 March 

1989. 

 

THE SUBSIDIARY OF FRANCE IN BUDAPEST 

(A newspaper article from The Free Romanian) 

 

Due to a computer error, the continuation of the story about the transport of the subsidiary 

of France in Budapest was not registered in page 4. 

The editorial office apologizes to the readers and publishes the text entirely in this issue of 

the newspaper. 



 

“From Nistru to Tisa, every Romanian cried to me” said the poet from Ipoteşti. Cry, grief, vain 

hopes, smothering riots…, only some of the aspects that can be attributed to those who endure 

them, but not always – Braşov and Jiu are witnesses – because of the megalomania of Ceauşescu and 

of his predators. 

During 22-25 October, the branch of UMRL France, taking over from England and Germany, 

organized a transport of humanitarian and political character for the refugees in Budapest. The 

journey was made by the president of the branch Ion Ghika, a member of the UMRL Coordinating 

Committee Damian Vasile, and the treasurer Sebastian Bălănescu. 

The transport contained clothes and shoes collected by the Romanian community in Paris 

and from French citizens, medicines, which were mostly from Switzerland, money and most 

importantly, an encouraging presence. 

The Hungarian Embassy in Paris facilitated the transport granting free visas, and a certificate 

asking for an exemption of customs from the Hungarian border authorities. 

After a short gathering, different personal problems were answered and the help was 

distributed, function of necessities. Nominal charts were completed and the receivers signed on 

those lists for getting help. The money was given to the Free Romania Committee in order to be 

distributed on a nominal chart also to those who need it most urgently: women with children, elderly 

and the sick. 

On Monday 24 October, Damian Vasile was received by the Director of the Hungarian Red 

Cross, with whom he talked the matter of medical help. The same day, Ion Ghika and Damian Vasile 

were taking measures by the French Embassy in Budapest to facilitate the leaving of the refugees to 

the West. 

These transports are essential not only by their material content, but also proving to the 

refugees that they are not alone and abandoned. The Free Romanian Committee welcomes the new 

comers, facilitates the release of the papers, finds them a place to stay, helps with money and 

medicine, and ensures the security on the Hungarian territory. Moreover, the Romanian community 

is updated with the news by the monthly published newspaper. 

For most of them, Hungary is no more than a stage before the West. We can talk about 

Exodus, because it is indeed a true exodus happening. But if the sons of Israel were guided only by 

the hope in the land of the ancestors, for the sons of those “originating from Râm”, it is not the land 



that attracts or rejects them, but they are thrown away by those who took it over. They all hope to 

be able to return one day to their own country, in better conditions. 

Could it be perestroika, glasnost in the East, particularly in Romania? But for how long still? 

Words that are frequently on everybody’s lips in Budapest.  

The material and physical situation of the refugees is to be pitied, but the dedication and 

their courage is to be admired. It is a good lesson about helping one another and a lesson of good 

politics for all the Westerners. 

Restrained in the country, precarious in the “exodus”, full of hopes, here it is in short the 

physiognomy of those who transhume the ancestors’ land in order to find again some day “a piece of 

land in a heaven’s corner” without greedy wolves. The ethnic transhumance is accompanied by a 

political transhumance.  

 

 


